APPLYING YOUR REUSABLE RACE NUMBER DECAL

Dry Application
Simply clean the application area of dirt and/or other contaminants prior to applying the decal. Apply the decal using a felt squeegee from either top to bottom or left
to right to avoid trapping any air bubbles between the surface and the decal. As you work your way through, use overlapping strokes for best resutls. For a bubble free
appearance, we suggest applying the decal using a wet application method which is described below.

Wet Application
Suggested Tools:
1.
3.
4.

Spray bottle of water and a few drops of liquid soap or baby shampoo
Felt Squegee
Paper towel or microfiber cloth

Preparation:
1.

Clean the application area of the vehicle EXTREMELY thorough. Remove all contaminants, debris, grease, dirt and grime for best results.

Installation:
1.
2.
3.
6.

Begin by spraying water/soap solution onto the application area of the vehicle - leave wet.
Spray underside of the decal with the water/soap solution and begin applying the decal onto the exterior paint surface of the vehicle.
Once in position, spray the top surface of the film with the water/soap mixture and wick water out between the film and exterior paint surface with a felt
squeegee. Always wick water out at the nearest exit area in a diagnonal direction for best results. Work in a clockwise direction from the center out until
complete. Overlap strokes and work any air or water bubbles out through the edge of the decal.
Wipe dry the surrounding area with a microfiber cloth or paper towel and allow the decal to dry in the sun for best adhesion. Make sure all of the decal
edges are flat against the surface for best results.

Tips
1.
2.

Apply decal only during warm, sunny days for best results. This decal works extraodinarily well in dry environments and not recommended for use during
rainy conditions.
Allow drying time, a minimum of 30 minutes in the open sun will help dry out any moisture remaining under the surface. The longer the decal stays on the
car, the better the adhesion will be.

Removing & Storing the Decal for Later Use
To remove, gently lift the edge of the decal and peel off. Wash the decal with a light soap/water, rinse and wipe dry. Place the decal back on the initial wax liner it
shipped with for ease of use the next time around.

